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a b s t r a c t
An important property of chordal graphs is that these graphs are characterized by the
existence of perfect elimination orderings on their vertex sets. In this paper, we generalize
the notion of perfect elimination orderings to signed graphs, and give a characterization
for graphs admitting such orderings, together with characterizations restricted to some
subclasses and further properties of those graphs. The definition of our generalized perfect
elimination orderings ismotivated by a generalization of the classical result that a so-called
graphic hyperplane arrangement is free if and only if the corresponding graph is chordal.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1. Background and summary of results
An undirected graph is called chordal if any cycle with at least four vertices has a chord (an edge not in the cycle with
both endpoints in the cycle). Chordal graphs are a classical subject in the graph theory and these graphs have been playing
significant roles also in several related research areas. A property frequently used in such research is that a graph is chordal
if and only if it admits a special ordering of vertices, called a perfect elimination ordering or a vertex elimination ordering
(see [7, Section 7]). Roughly speaking, perfect elimination orderings correspond to a kind of growing process from an empty
graph to the given graph, in which a new vertex is pasted to the present graph at a clique. This characterization of chordal
graphs is very significant, since it connects combinatorial properties of the graph to geometric ones. For example, a famous
result regarding hyperplane arrangements, given by Edelman and Reiner [6, Theorem 3.3] (by virtue of the key result by
Stanley [11, Proposition 2.8]), states that an arrangement parameterized by a graph in a certain manner is ‘‘free’’ if and only
if the corresponding graph is chordal. The presentwork ismotivated by a generalization of this equivalence (see Section 1.2).
The aim of this paper is to generalize the notion of perfect elimination orderings (and even the notion of chordal graphs)
to signed graphs, i.e. graphs with each edge having a sign ‘‘+’’ or ‘‘−’’, and to give a complete characterization of a signed
graph admitting such an ordering. In this paper we call such an ordering and such a graph a signed-elimination ordering and
a signed-eliminable graph, respectively. A signed-elimination ordering is such that it is a usual perfect elimination ordering
when restricted to edges with a fixed sign, and it satisfies a further condition across the two signs (see Definition 3.1 for
a precise definition). Then our characterization (Theorem 5.1) says that a signed graph is signed-eliminable if and only if
the subgraph restricted to each sign is chordal and it satisfies certain further conditions involving edges with both signs.
The characterization implies that it is indeed a generalization of the aforementioned classical equivalence of chordality to
admitting perfect elimination orderings.
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1.2. Related works
As mentioned in Section 1.1, the present work is motivated by a result of Edelman and Reiner [6, Theorem 3.3] on
a relation of graphs and hyperplane arrangements. More precisely, it was shown by [6, Theorem 3.3] that for a sub-
arrangement A of Coxeter arrangement of type An parameterized by a graph G, chordality of G (equivalently, existence
of perfect elimination ordering on G) is equivalent to freeness of A as well as to supersolvability of A. (Note that
supersolvability generally implies freeness; see [9, Theorem 4.3.21].) There has been an early generalization of perfect
elimination orderings to signed graphs, given by Zaslavsky [13], which aims at generalizing the study of sub-arrangements
of Coxeter arrangements of type An to other types such as type Bn. He showed [12] that for the case of type Bn, a sub-
arrangement is supersolvable if and only if the corresponding signed graph admits his generalized perfect elimination
ordering, thus extending a part of Edelman and Reiner’s result to signed graphs. (Note that for the case of type Bn, Edelman
and Reiner [6] also gave characterizations of free sub-arrangements and supersolvable ones in terms of graphs that are not
signed but have loops; and that Cordovil, Forge andKlein [4] also studied a relation between chordality and supersolvability.)
On the other hand, in contrast to Zaslavsky’s work that focused on the supersolvability, the motivation of the present
work focuses on the equivalence in Edelman and Reiner’s result between freeness and existence of perfect elimination
ordering. Recently, Abe, Numata and the author [2] would like to extend this equivalence to Coxeter arrangements of type
An that are endowed with multiplicities of some types. Our multiplicities are naturally parameterized by signed graphs in
such a way that pairs of non-adjacent vertices correspond to ‘‘neutral’’ multiplicities 2m, and plus- and minus-signed edges
correspond to 2m + 1 and 2m − 1, respectively (the case m = 0 corresponds to the original case of sub-arrangements of
type An). We introduced another generalization (studied in the present paper) of perfect elimination orderings to signed
graphs, and proved first that if a signed graph admits a signed-elimination ordering (in our sense) then the corresponding
multiarrangement is free. Then we proved the reverse implication by using the characterization of existence of signed-
elimination ordering given in the present paper. Thus we extended a part of Edelman and Reiner’s result to the case of
multiarrangements by virtue of the result of the present paper. See [2] for more details.
In comparison to the above-mentionedwork of Zaslavsky, onemay feel the lack of results on relations to supersolvability
as a drawback of our generalization of perfect elimination orderings. However, it would be simply differences of scopes and
directions; as Zaslavsky’s work focused on supersolvability but not on freeness and extended it from arrangements of type
An to type Bn; while our work focused on freeness but not on supersolvability and extended it from simple arrangements to
multiarrangements. (In fact, to the author’s best knowledge the notion of supersolvability seems not yet extended to the case
of multiarrangements.) Owing to the clear differences, it would not be curious that there seems no implication from one
of Zaslavsky’s and our generalized perfect elimination orderings to the other. It is also worthy to notice that Zaslavsky’s
work did not present a generalization of chordality to signed graphs (see [12, Section 5.2]), while our characterization
(Theorem 5.1) shows a generalization of chordality that is compatible to the generalized perfect elimination orderings.
Moreover, our above-mentioned work [2] that uses the result of the present paper is also relevant to a conjecture proposed
by Athanasiadis [3] on the freeness characterization for another class of hyperplane arrangements; one direction of the
conjecture (namely, implication of freeness from the conditions proposed by Athanasiadis) is proven in [2, Section 5] as an
application of our results. Thesewould show the significance of the generalization of perfect elimination orderings proposed
in the present paper.
Finally, note that a recent work byMckee [8] also generalized the notion of chordal graphs to signed graphs. However, his
generalization was done in a very different manner andmotivation from ours, and there seems no obvious relation between
his and our generalizations.
1.3. Organization of the paper
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present and fix notations and terminology for graphs and for
signed graphs, and also give some lemmas for later references. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of signed-elimination
orderings and signed-eliminable graphs, state and prove some fundamental properties, and also give a greedy algorithm for
deciding whether a given graph is signed-eliminable and constructing a signed-elimination ordering (if it exists). Section 4
is an introduction to the full characterization of signed-eliminable graphs; we give definitions of two kinds of exceptional
subgraphs (called mountains and hills), prove that any signed graph with three vertices is signed-eliminable, and present
some further properties. Section 5 is devoted to the statement and the proof of our full characterization. Finally, in Section 6,
we give characterizations of the signed-eliminable graphs in some subclasses (graphs with four vertices; chordal graphs;
graphs with independence number less than three; and complete graphs) by restricting our full characterization to these
subclasses.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Graphs
In this paper every graph G = (V , E) is finite, simple and undirected. See any textbook of graph theory, e.g. [5], for basic
notations and terminology. We denote v——w and v——6 w, respectively, to signify that vw ∈ E and vw 6∈ E, where vw
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denotes the unordered pair of v and w. For V ′ ⊂ V , let G|V ′ denote the induced subgraph of Gwith vertex set V ′, and write
G \ V ′ = G|V\V ′ . In this paper, we often abbreviate a singleton {x} simply to x unless some ambiguity arises. For v ∈ V , we
write
NG(v) = {w ∈ V |v——w} and NG [v] = NG(v) ∪ v,
and for V1, V2 ⊂ V , define
[V1, V2] = {vw|v ∈ V1, w ∈ V2, v 6= w}
(note that we do not assume that [V1, V2] ⊂ E). We write N(v) = NG(v) and N [v] = NG [v] if the graph G is obvious from
the context. A graph G is called chordal if it has no induced cycle of length at least four. We refer to a bijection ν from V to
{1, 2, . . . , |V |} as an ordering on G. The following theorem is a well-known characterization of chordal graphs:
Theorem 2.1 (See e.g. [7]). A graph G is chordal if and only if there is an ordering ν on G such that for any three vertices u, v and
w of G with ν(u) < ν(w) > ν(v), if u——w——v then u——v.
An ordering ν satisfying the condition in this theorem is called a perfect elimination ordering, or simply an elimination
ordering. Now a straightforward argument shows the following properties:
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a graph and v ∈ V .
(1) If ν is an elimination ordering on G with ν(v) = |V |, then NG [v] is a clique of G and the restriction of ν on V \ v is also an
elimination ordering on G \ v.
(2) Conversely, suppose that NG [v] is a clique of G and ν is an elimination ordering on G \ v. Then any ordering ν on G which
extends ν and satisfies ν(v) = |V | is also an elimination ordering on G.
We also prepare the following lemma on chordal graphs:
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a chordal graph and V ′ ( V a clique of G. Then there is a vertex v ∈ V \ V ′ such that NG [v] is a clique
of G.
Proof. First, an elimination ordering µ on G exists by Theorem 2.1. Let w = µ−1(|V |) ∈ V . Then NG [w] is a clique by
Lemma 2.2(1). Our claim holds if w 6∈ V ′; thus suppose that w ∈ V ′. If NG [w] = V (i.e. G is a complete graph), then any
vertex in V \ V ′ satisfies the claim. On the other hand, suppose that NG [w] 6= V . Then we have NG(w) ( V \w and NG(w) is
a clique of G \w, therefore induction on |V | enables us to take a vertex v ∈ (V \w) \NG(w) = V \NG [w] such that NG\w [v]
is a clique in G \w. Moreover, we have v——6 w by the choice of v, therefore NG [v] = NG\w [v] is also a clique in G. Hence the
claim holds, since V ′ ⊂ NG [w]. 
2.2. Signed graphs
A signed graph is a graph G = (V , E) with a partition E = E+ ∪ E− of edge set (where each part may be empty).
For σ ∈ {+,−}, we write Gσ = (V , Eσ ), and denote v σ——w and v
σ
——6 w, respectively, to signify that vw ∈ Eσ and vw 6∈ Eσ .
We simply write NGσ [v] = Nσ [v] and NGσ (v) = Nσ (v) if the underlying graph G is obvious from the context. In this paper,
single and double edges in a figure of a graph represent edges with different signs.
The following simple lemma will be used in our argument later:
Lemma 2.4. Let G = (V , E) be a connected signed graph with E+ 6= ∅ and E− 6= ∅. Then we have v +—— v′ −—— v′′ for some v, v′,
v′′ ∈ V .
Proof. By the assumption, vertex sets of an edge in E+ and of an edge in E− are joined by a path. This implies that G involves
a path x1x2 · · · xk with x1 +—— x2 and xk−1 −—— xk. Now this path must involve a desired triple. 
3. Generalization of elimination orderings to signed graphs
3.1. Definition
As a generalization of perfect elimination orderings for non-signed graphs to signed graphs, here we introduce the
following notion:
Definition 3.1. Let G = (V , E) be a signed graph and ν an ordering on G. Then we say that ν is a signed-elimination ordering,
or a SEO in short, if for any triple (u, v, w) of vertices of G such that ν(u) < ν(w) > ν(v), and for each σ ∈ {+,−}, we have
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Fig. 1. Examples of SE graphs.
(E1) if u σ——w σ—— v, then u σ—— v;
(E2) if u σ—— v −σ——w, then u σ——w.
We call the graph G signed-eliminable, or SE in short, if a SEO on G exists.
In other words, when we assign weights ω(vv′) to pairs vv′ of vertices v, v′ of G by the rule that ω(vv′) = ±1 and
0 if vv′ ∈ E± and vv′ 6∈ E, respectively, it follows that SEOs are the orderings ν such that for any triple (u, v, w) with
ν(u) < ν(w) > ν(v), if a ≤ b ≤ c are three weights ω(uv), ω(vw) and ω(uw) in nondecreasing order, then b = ω(uv)
unless u——6 w——6 v. This definition is motivated by recent research on hyperplane arrangements by Abe, Nuida and Numata
(see [2]), that generalize Edelman and Reiner’s characterization [6, Theorem 3.3] of certain ‘‘free’’ arrangements in terms of
existence of a perfect elimination ordering on the corresponding graph.
Example 3.2. The signed graphs in Fig. 1 are signed-eliminable for any n ≥ 2. For the graph on the left, a SEO is given by
w 7→ 1 and vi 7→ i+ 1. On the other hand, for the graph on the right, a SEO is given byw1 7→ 1,w2 7→ 2 and vi 7→ i+ 2.
Remark 3.3. By condition (E1), a SEO on G is also a perfect elimination ordering on both G+ and G−, thus Theorem 2.1
implies that G+ and G− must be chordal if G is SE. In particular, when E+ = ∅ or E− = ∅, the SEOs on G are precisely the
perfect elimination orderings on G, therefore in this case G is SE if and only if G is chordal. Thus SEOs are a generalization of
the usual perfect elimination orderings.
Remark 3.4. The restriction of any SEO on a signed graph to its induced subgraph is also a SEO. Thus the property of being
SE is closed under taking induced subgraphs.
Remark 3.5. A signed graph is SE if and only if every connected component of the graph is SE.
The aim of this paper is to give a characterization of SE graphs.
3.2. Fundamental properties
In this subsection, we present fundamental properties of SE graphs for later references. Let G = (V , E) be a signed graph.
We start with the following observation:
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that ν is a SEO on G, and v = ν−1(|V |) ∈ V . Then the restriction ν|V\v of ν is a SEO on G \ v, and the
following conditions hold:
(S1) For each σ ∈ {+,−}, NGσ [v] is a clique in Gσ (that is, v is simplicial in Gσ ).
(S2) For each σ ∈ {+,−}, if u −σ——w σ—— v, then u −σ—— v.
We call a vertex v ∈ V signed-simplicial if it satisfies these two conditions.
Proof. The first claim follows from Remark 3.4. For the second claim, the first condition is satisfied by Lemma 2.2 and
Remark 3.3. For the second condition, since ν(u) < ν(v) and ν(w) < ν(v), we haveu −σ—— v by condition (E2) inDefinition 3.1.
Hence the claim holds. 
Remark 3.7. If v ∈ V is signed-simplicial, then Nσ [v] is a maximal clique of Gσ for each σ ∈ {+,−}. On the other hand, if
v ∈ V and NG [v] = V , then condition (S1) for v implies condition (S2) for v.
Owing to Lemma 3.6, we introduce the following notation:
Definition 3.8. Let S(G) denote the set of the signed-simplicial vertices of G; thus S(G) 6= ∅ if G is signed-eliminable.
Remark 3.9. By the definition of S(G), we have v ∈ S(G|V ′) if v ∈ S(G) and v ∈ V ′ ⊂ V .
Our next result shows that the ‘‘converse’’ of Lemma 3.6 is also valid:
Lemma 3.10. Suppose that v ∈ S(G) and ν is a SEO on G \ v. Then the unique extension ν of ν to V with v(v) = |V | is also a
SEO on G. Any SEO on G is obtained in such a manner.
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Proof. First, note that the last claim is a restatement of Lemma 3.6. To prove that ν is a SEO, since ν is a SEO on G \ v, it
suffices to show that conditions (E1) and (E2) are satisfied for ν when v plays the role of w in these conditions. Now (E1)
and (E2) follow from the conditions (S1) and (S2), respectively, for v to be signed-simplicial. 
Corollary 3.11. Suppose that G is signed-eliminable. Then for any v ∈ S(G), there is a SEO ν on G such that ν(v) = |V |.
Proof. Remark 3.4 implies that G \ v is SE, therefore a SEO ν on G \ v exists. This ν extends to the desired ordering on G by
Lemma 3.10. 
3.3. An algorithm to find signed-elimination orderings
Summarizing the results in the previous sections, here we give a greedy algorithm which enables us to decide whether
or not a given signed graph G is signed-eliminable and to construct a SEO on G (whenever it exists). The next lemma is a key
ingredient of our algorithm:
Lemma 3.12. Let G = (V , E) be a signed graph.
(1) Let ν be a SEO on G, and put vi = ν−1(i) ∈ V for 1 ≤ i ≤ |V |. Then
vi ∈ S(G|{v1,v2,...,vi}) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ |V |. (1)
(2) Conversely, let V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} be a numbering of elements of V satisfying the condition (1). Then the map ν : vi 7→ i
is a SEO on G.
Proof. Put Vi = {v1, . . . , vi}. The former claim follows from Remark 3.4 and Lemma 3.6; namely, ν|Vi is a SEO on G|Vi for
each i. On the other hand, for the latter claim, it follows from Lemma 3.10 and induction on i that the restriction of ν to Vi is
a SEO on G|Vi . Thus the claim holds since Vn = V . 
Now our algorithm is described as follows:
Theorem 3.13. Consider the following algorithm (with input G):
Step 1: If V = ∅, then output an empty sequence (). Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2: Find a vertex v ∈ S(G) (by, for example, checking the condition of being signed-simplicial for every vertex) and go to Step
3. If such a vertex does not exist, output NULL.
Step 3: Perform this algorithm recursively for input G \ v. If it outputs a sequence (w1, . . . , wk), then output a sequence
(w1, . . . , wk, v). If it outputs NULL, then output NULL.
Then G is signed-eliminable if and only if the algorithm outputs a (possibly empty) sequence, not NULL. Moreover, if the output is
a sequence (v1, . . . , vn), then the map ν : vi 7→ i is a SEO on G.
Proof. First, if the algorithm outputs a sequence (v1, . . . , vn), then this sequence satisfies the condition in Lemma 3.12, (1)
by the construction, therefore G is SE with a SEO ν. On the other hand, if G is SE, then a v ∈ S(G) is found in Step 2 by
Lemma 3.6(2), while G \ v is also SE by Remark 3.4. Thus the output in Step 3 for input G \ v is not NULL by induction on |V |,
therefore the output for input G is also not NULL. Hence the proof is concluded. 
3.4. Invariants for signed-eliminable graphs
In this subsection, we introduce the following object associated to each SE graph that can be computed from a given
SEO, and prove that it is in fact independent of the choice of the SEO; therefore the object is an invariant for SE graphs. The
definition is the following:
Definition 3.14. Let G = (V , E) be a signed-eliminable graph with n vertices and ν a SEO on G. Then for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
define a pair d(ν)(i) = (d(ν)+ (i), d(ν)− (i)) of nonnegative integers by
d(ν)σ (i) =
∣∣{v ∈ V | ν(v) ≤ i and vi σ—— v}∣∣ for each σ ∈ {+,−},
where vi = ν−1(i) ∈ V . Moreover, let d(ν) denote themultiset consisting of all pairs d(ν)(i)with 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
For example, if G is a graph with v1
+—— v2 +—— v4 and v3 −—— v4 (and having no other vertices and no other edges) and ν is
a SEO on G such that ν(vi) = i, then d(ν) = {d(ν)(1), . . . , d(ν)(4)} = {(0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 0), (1, 1)}. For this object, we have
the following property:
Proposition 3.15. For any signed-eliminable graph G, the multiset d(ν) does not depend on the choice of a SEO ν on G. Hence d(ν)
gives an invariant for signed-eliminable graphs.
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Proof. Let ν and µ be two SEOs on the same G, and put n = |V |, vi = ν−1(i) ∈ V , wi = µ−1(i) ∈ V , Vi = {v1, . . . , vi} and
Gi = G|Vi . First, we show that d(ν) = d(µ) (as multisets) if vi−1 = wi and vi = wi−1 for some 2 ≤ i ≤ n and vj = wj for any
1 ≤ j ≤ n other than i−1 and i. Nowwe have d(ν)(j) = d(µ)(j) for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n other than i−1 and i by definition, therefore
it suffices to show that either (d(ν)(i − 1), d(ν)(i)) = (d(µ)(i − 1), d(µ)(i)) or (d(ν)(i − 1), d(ν)(i)) = (d(µ)(i), d(µ)(i − 1))
holds. If vi−1——6 vi, then it follows immediately from the definition of d(ν) that d(ν)(i− 1) = d(µ)(i) and d(ν)(i) = d(µ)(i− 1).
On the other hand, suppose that vi−1 σ—— vi for some σ ∈ {+,−}. Put X τv = {vj | 1 ≤ j ≤ i−2, v τ—— vj} for v ∈ {vi−1, vi} and
τ ∈ {+,−}. Now we have Xσvi ⊂ Xσvi−1 by the condition (E1) for Gi and ν|Vi . Similarly, we have X−σvi−1 ⊂ X−σvi by the condition
(E2) for Gi and ν|Vi . Moreover, we also have Xσvi−1 ⊂ Xσvi and X−σvi ⊂ X−σvi−1 by exchanging the roles of ν and µ (recall that
wi−1 = vi andwi = vi−1); thus X±σvi−1 = X±σvi , respectively. This implies that
d(ν)±σ (i− 1) = |X±σvi−1 | = |X±σwi−1 | = d(µ)±σ (i− 1),
d(ν)−σ (i) = |X−σvi | = |X−σwi | = d(µ)−σ (i),
d(ν)σ (i) = |Xσvi | + 1 = |Xσwi | + 1 = d(µ)σ (i),
therefore the claim of this paragraph follows.
To conclude the proof, choose the index i with vi = wn. Now if i < n, then we have wn ∈ S(G) and vi+1 ∈ S(Gi+1) by
Lemma 3.12(1); therefore vi = wn ∈ S(Gi+1) and vi+1 ∈ S(Gi+1 \ vi) by Remark 3.9. By Lemma 3.12, it follows that the
ordering ν ′ on Gwith ν ′(vi) = i+ 1, ν ′(vi+1) = i and ν ′(vj) = j for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n other than i and i+ 1 is also a SEO on G;
therefore d(ν) = d(ν′) by the previous paragraph. Iterating this process, we obtain a SEO ν ′′ on G such that d(ν) = d(ν′′) and
ν ′′(wn) = n; while it follows from induction on n that d(ν′′|V ′ ) = d(µ|V ′ ) where V ′ = V \ wn, therefore d(ν′′) = d(µ). Hence
we have d(ν) = d(µ), concluding the proof. 
In the special case of non-signed graphs, Proposition 3.15 coincides with a result of Rose [10, Theorem 4]. Note that
d(ν)(1) = (0, 0) for any case. This proposition implies that for any map f , the multiset consisting of f (d(ν)(i)) for all
1 ≤ i ≤ |V | is also an invariant for SE graphs. In particular, we have the following corollary, that plays a significant role
in [2]:
Corollary 3.16. For a signed-eliminable graph G, define a multiset d˜eg(G) as consisting of the values d(ν)+ (i) − d(ν)− (i) for all
1 ≤ i ≤ |V |, where ν is a SEO on G. Then d˜eg(G) is independent of the SEO ν; therefore it is an invariant for signed-eliminable
graphs.
4. Lemmas for characterization of signed-eliminable graphs
In this section, we prove that any signed graph with at most three vertices is SE, we present special examples of signed
graphs that are not SE, and we give some further auxiliary properties. Let G = (V , E) denote a signed graph throughout this
section.
First, we have the following:
Proposition 4.1. If |V | ≤ 3, then G is always signed-eliminable.
Proof. This is trivial if |V | ≤ 2. For the case |V | = 3, Remark 3.3 implies that G is SE if E+ = ∅ or E− = ∅. On the other hand,
if E+ 6= ∅ and E− 6= ∅, then N+(v) 6= ∅ and N−(v) 6= ∅ for some v ∈ V , and now we have v ∈ S(G). Thus Lemma 3.10 and
induction on |V | imply that G is SE. Hence the proof is concluded. 
Secondly, we give the following observations which will be used in our argument several times:
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that V is a disjoint union of V ′ and V ′′, and v ∈ S(G|V ′). Suppose further that σ ∈ {+,−},
[
v, V ′′
] ⊂ Eσ ,
V ′′ is a clique in Gσ , and
[
V ′, V ′′
] ∩ E−σ = ∅. Then v ∈ S(G) if the following condition is satisfied:
(D) If v σ——w ∈ V ′ andw′ ∈ V ′′, thenw σ——w′.
Proof. Put G′ = G|V ′ . For condition (S1), the assumption implies that NG−σ [v] = NG′−σ [v] is a clique in G−σ , NGσ [v] =
NG′σ [v] ∪ V ′′, and the latter set is a clique in Gσ by (D). For condition (S2), suppose that τ ∈ {+,−} and u −τ——w τ—— v. It
suffices to show that u −τ—— v when {u, w} 6⊂ V ′. Now we havew ∈ V ′; otherwise, τ = σ but NG−σ (w) = ∅, a contradiction.
This implies that u ∈ V ′′, τ = −σ (since u −σ——6 w) and u −τ—— v. Hence the claim holds. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that v′ ∈ V and v ∈ S(G \ v′).
(1) Suppose further that σ ∈ {+,−} and v σ—— v′. Then v ∈ S(G) if the following two conditions are satisfied:
(D′1) If v σ——w 6= v′, thenw σ—— v′.
(D′2) If v′ −σ——w, then v——w.
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Fig. 2. Examples of non-SE graphs.
(2) Suppose further that v——6 v′. Then v ∈ S(G) if the following condition is satisfied:
(D′′) NGτ (v) ∩ NG−τ (v′) = ∅ for each τ ∈ {+,−}.
Proof. Put G′ = G \ v′. For the former claim, since v ∈ S(G′), condition (D′1) implies that NG−σ [v] = NG′−σ [v] and NGσ [v]
= NG′σ [v]∪ v′ are cliques in G−σ and Gσ , respectively. Moreover, if τ ∈ {+,−} and u −τ—— v′ τ—— v, then τ = σ and u −σ—— v by
(D′1) and (D′2). If v′ −τ—— u τ—— v, then τ 6= σ by (D′1), thus τ = −σ and v′ −τ—— v. Since v ∈ S(G′), these imply that condition
(S2) is satisfied. Thus we have v ∈ S(G).
For the latter claim,wehaveNG+ [v] = NG′+ [v] andNG− [v] = NG′− [v], therefore condition (S1) is satisfied since v ∈ S(G′).
On the other hand, since v——6 v′, (D′′) implies that if u −σ——w σ—— v, then u, w 6= v′. Since v ∈ S(G′), this implies that condition
(S2) is also satisfied. Thus we have v ∈ S(G). Hence the proof is concluded. 
Here we introduce the following special signed graphs that are not SE; these graphs will play a significant role in our
characterization (compare these graphs with those in Fig. 1):
Definition 4.4. (1) We say that a graph with vertices v1, v2, . . . , vn;w with n ≥ 3 is a (σ -)mountain, where σ ∈ {+,−}, if
vi
−σ—— vi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, w σ—— vi for 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, and any other pair of vertices is not joined by an edge (see the
left-hand side of Fig. 2).
(2) We say that a graph with vertices v1, v2, . . . , vn;w1, w2 with n ≥ 2 is a (σ -)hill, where σ ∈ {+,−}, if vi −σ—— vi+1 for
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,w1 σ——w2,w1 σ—— vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,w2 σ—— vi for 2 ≤ i ≤ n, and any other pair of vertices is not joined
by an edge (see the right-hand side of Fig. 2).
Lemma 4.5. Any mountain and any hill are not signed-eliminable.
Proof. Let G be a σ -mountain or a σ -hill in Fig. 2 for σ ∈ {+,−}. Then it suffices to show that S(G) = ∅ (see Definition 3.8).
Now for the case of σ -mountain, N−σ [vi] with 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 is not a clique in G−σ , while none of w, v1 and vn satisfies
condition (S2) (focus on the subgraphs v1
−σ—— v2 σ——w and vn −σ—— vn−1 σ——w). On the other hand, for the case of σ -hill,Nσ [wi]
and N−σ
[
vj
]
are not cliques in Gσ and G−σ , respectively, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 and 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, while neither v1 nor vn satisfies
condition (S2) (focus on the subgraphsw2
σ—— v2
−σ—— v1 andw1 σ—— vn−1 −σ—— vn). Thus we have S(G) = ∅ in both cases. 
Moreover, we present a key lemma in our argument:
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that G is signed-eliminable and u, v, w and x are distinct vertices of G. If σ ∈ {+,−} and
u σ—— v −σ——w σ——x, then u σ——x, and we have either u σ——w or v σ——x.
Proof. By Remark 3.4 and symmetry, we may assume without loss of generality that V = {u, v, w, x}, and u ∈ S(G) or
v ∈ S(G). If u ∈ S(G), then we have u −σ——w by (S2) since w −σ—— v σ—— u, we have u σ—— x by (S2) since x σ——w −σ—— u, and we
have v σ—— x by (S1) since v, x ∈ Nσ (u). On the other hand, if v ∈ S(G), then we have v σ—— x by (S2) since x σ——w −σ—— v, and
we have u σ—— x by (S1) since u, x ∈ Nσ (v). Thus the claim holds in any case. 
5. A full characterization of signed-eliminable graphs
In this section, we state and prove a full characterization of SE graphs, which is the main contribution of this paper.
5.1. The statement
Before giving our characterization, we introduce the following terminology: We call an induced path in G of the form
u σ—— v −σ——w σ—— x, where σ ∈ {+,−}, an alternating 4-path. Then our full characterization is described as the following
theorem:
Theorem 5.1. Let G be a signed graph. Then G is signed-eliminable if and only if all of the following three conditions are satisfied:
(C1) Both G+ and G− are chordal.
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(C2) For any alternating 4-path u σ—— v −σ——w σ——x in G (see above for terminology), we have either w σ——u σ——x or u σ——x σ—— v.
(C3) G contains no mountain and no hill as an induced subgraph (see Definition 4.4 for terminology).
The ‘‘only if’’ part of Theorem 5.1 follows from Remark 3.3, Lemma 4.6, Remark 3.4 and Lemma 4.5. In the rest of this
section, we prove the ‘‘if’’ part; that is, G is SE if the conditions (C1)–(C3) are satisfied.
Remark 5.2. In a previous version of this paper, the characterization was stated in the following form: A signed graph G
is signed-eliminable if and only if (C1) and (C3) are satisfied and any induced subgraph of G with four vertices is signed-
eliminable. This characterization is also valid by Theorem 5.1, Remark 3.4 and Lemma 4.6. (Note that we do not use this fact
in our proof of Theorem 5.1.)
5.2. Some lemmas
This subsection is devoted to present the following lemmas that will be used in our proof of the main theorem:
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that the conditions (C1) and (C2) in Theorem 5.1 are satisfied. If σ ∈ {+,−}, k ≥ 2, x1x2 · · · xk is an
induced path in Gσ , x1
σ——x0 6= x2 and x0——6 x2, then x0x1 · · · xk is also an induced path in G.
Proof. We proceed the proof by induction on k. The case k = 2 is trivial, therefore suppose that k ≥ 3 and x0x1 · · · xk−1 is an
induced path in G. Note that x0 6= xi for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k by the assumption. Now if xk −σ—— xi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k− 2, then we
have xi−1 σ—— xi −σ—— xk σ—— xk−1 and xi−1
σ
——6 xk−1, contradicting (C2). If xk −σ—— x0, then we have xk−1 σ—— xk −σ—— x0 σ—— x1, while
xk−1
σ
——6 x0 and xk
σ
——6 x1 by the assumption and the induction hypothesis. This contradicts (C2). Moreover, if xk σ—— x0, then
x0x1 · · · xkx0 is a cycle in Gσ with at least four vertices, while this cycle has no chord since both x0x1 · · · xk−1 and x1x2 · · · xk
are induced paths in Gσ by the assumption and the induction hypothesis. This contradicts (C1). Hence x0x1 · · · xk is also an
induced path in G, concluding the proof. 
Here we introduce the following notations. For subsets V ′ ⊂ V ′′ of V and σ ∈ {+,−}, we define clσ (V ′; V ′′) to be the
union of vertex sets of the connected components of Gσ |V ′′ that have nonempty intersection with V ′, and define
clσ (V ′; V ′′) = clσ (V ′; V ′′) ∪ {v ∈ V ′′ | N−σ (v) ∩ clσ (V ′; V ′′) 6= ∅},
∂σ (V ′; V ′′) = clσ (V ′; V ′′) \ clσ (V ′; V ′′).
Lemma 5.4. Let V ′ ⊂ V ′′ ⊂ V , σ ∈ {+,−} and put W = clσ (V ′; V ′′) andW = clσ (V ′; V ′′). Suppose that the condition (C2) is
satisfied and every connected component of Gσ |W contains at least two vertices. Then S(G|W ) ⊂ W and S(G|W ) ⊂ S(G|V ′′).
Proof. Let v ∈ S(G|W ). First, to prove that v ∈ W , it suffices to consider the case thatN−σ (v)∩W 6= ∅. Thenwe have v −σ—— u
for some u ∈ W , while u σ——w for somew ∈ W by the assumption. Now condition (S2) implies that v σ——w, therefore v ∈ W
since v ∈ V ′′ andw ∈ W .
From now, we show that v ∈ S(G|V ′′). Put G′ = G|W and G′′ = G|V ′′ . Now since v ∈ W , the definition ofW implies that
NG′′+ [v] ⊂ W andNG′′− [v] ⊂ W , therefore condition (S1) holds since v ∈ S(G′). Similarly, if u, w ∈ V ′′ and u −σ——w σ—— v, then
w ∈ W and u ∈ W , therefore u −σ—— v by the condition (S2) for v and G′. Finally, suppose that u, w ∈ V ′′ and u σ——w −σ—— v.
Then we have w ∈ W as above, while by the assumption, we have v σ—— x for some x ∈ W . Now we have u σ—— v if x = u;
thus suppose that x 6= u. If w ∈ W , then we have u ∈ W as above, therefore u σ—— v by the condition (S2) for v and G′. On
the other hand, if w ∈ W \W , then we have w σ——6 x, therefore (C2) implies that x σ—— u σ—— v (since u σ——w −σ—— v σ—— x is an
alternating 4-path). Thus u σ—— v in any case, therefore condition (S2) holds. Hence the proof is concluded. 
Lemma 5.5. Let G = (V , E) be a connected signed-eliminable graph such that E+ 6= ∅ and E− 6= ∅. Then there exists a vertex
v ∈ S(G) such that N+(v) 6= ∅ and N−(v) 6= ∅.
Proof. Note that conditions (C1)–(C3) hold by the ‘‘only if’’ part of Theorem 5.1 (that has been proved in Section 5.1). By
Lemma 2.4, we have u +—— v −——w for some vertices u, v and w of G. Now put W = cl+(v; V ) and W = cl+(v, V ). Then
(G|W )+ is connected and contains u and v, therefore S(G|W ) ⊂ W and S(G|W ) ⊂ S(G) by Lemma 5.4. On the other hand,
nowG|W is connected and containsw. Thus by puttingX = cl−(v;W ) andX = cl−(v;W ), it follows that (G|X )− is connected
and contains v and w, therefore S(G|X ) ⊂ X and S(G|X ) ⊂ S(G|W ) by Lemma 5.4. Moreover, a vertex x ∈ S(G|X ) exists by
Remark 3.4. Summarizing, we have x ∈ S(G), x ∈ W ∩ X , and both (G|W )+ and (G|X )− are connected and contain at least
two vertices, therefore N+(x) 6= ∅ and N−(x) 6= ∅. Thus the proof is concluded. 
5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.1, first step
In Sections 5.3–5.5, we give a proof of the ‘‘if’’ part of Theorem 5.1, namely we show that any signed graph G = (V , E)
satisfying the conditions (C1)–(C3) is signed-eliminable. Since the conditions (C1)–(C3) are closed under taking induced
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subgraphs, we proceed the proof by induction on |V |. By Proposition 4.1, the claim is trivial if |V | ≤ 3; thus suppose that
|V | ≥ 4. Moreover, owing to Remarks 3.3 and 3.5, the claim follows if either G is not connected, or E+ = ∅ or E− = ∅. Thus
we may assume further that G is connected, E+ 6= ∅ and E− 6= ∅, therefore we have v +—— v′ −—— v′′ for some vertices v, v′
and v′′ of G by Lemma 2.4. Now by Lemma 3.10, it suffices to show that S(G) 6= ∅.
In this subsection, we consider the case that
if u, u′, u′′ ∈ V and u +—— u′ −—— u′′, then u——u′′, (2)
and prove that S(G) 6= ∅ if condition (2) is satisfied.
Lemma 5.6. In the above setting, there exists a vertexw ∈ V such that either NG+(w) = ∅ or NG−(w) = ∅.
Proof. Take a pair of a sequence (w1, w2, . . . , wk) of vertices of G and a sequence (σ2, σ3, . . . , σk) of signs σi ∈ {+,−},
with k maximal, such that σi = −σi−1 for any 3 ≤ i ≤ k and wiwj ∈ Eσj for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. Note that k ≥ 3, since
the condition (2) implies that either v +—— v′′ (now the pair of (v′′, v′, v) and (−,+) satisfies the condition) or v −—— v′′ (now
the pair of (v, v′, v′′) and (+,−) satisfies the condition). We show that N−σk(wk) = ∅. Assume contrary that wkx ∈ E−σk
for some x ∈ V . Note that x 6= wi for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Now for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 2, we have xwk ∈ E−σk , wkwk−1 ∈ Eσk
and wk−1wi ∈ E−σk (note that σk = −σk−1), therefore xwi ∈ E−σk by condition (C2). Moreover, we have xwk ∈ E−σk ,
wkwk−2 ∈ Eσk andwk−2wk−1 ∈ E−σk , therefore xwk−1 ∈ E−σk by condition (C2). Thus we have xwi ∈ E−σk for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
therefore the pair of (w1, . . . , wk, x) and (σ2, . . . , σk,−σk) also satisfies the condition. This contradicts the maximality of
k. Hence we have N−σk(wk) = ∅, therefore the claim holds. 
Owing to Lemma 5.6, we have NGσ (w) = ∅ for some w ∈ V and σ ∈ {+,−}. Since Eσ 6= ∅, we have w′ σ——w′′ for some
w′, w′′ ∈ V \w. Now putW = clσ ({w′, w′′}; V \w) andW = clσ ({w′, w′′}; V \w). Then (G|W )σ is connected and contains
w′ andw′′, while S(G|W ) 6= ∅ by the induction hypothesis. Thus Lemma 5.4 implies that x ∈ S(G \ w) for some x ∈ W .
We show that x ∈ S(G) by using Lemma 4.3, where x and w play the roles of v and v′ in that lemma, respectively. If
x——6 w, then condition (D′′) follows from condition (2). On the other hand, if x −σ——w, then condition (D′2) (where−σ plays
the role of σ ) holds since Nσ (w) = ∅. For condition (D′1), suppose that x −σ—— y 6= w. Then, since (G|W )σ is connected and
contains at least two vertices, we have x σ—— z for some z ∈ W . Now since Nσ (w) = ∅ and w −σ—— x σ—— z, we have w −σ—— z by
condition (2). Moreover, since w −σ—— z σ—— x −σ—— y, we have w −σ—— y by (C2). Thus condition (D′1) is also satisfied. Hence we
have x ∈ S(G) by Lemma 4.3, as desired.
5.4. Proof of Theorem 5.1, second step
From now, we consider the case that condition (2) does not hold, thus we have v+——6 v− andW = N+(v+)∩N−(v−) 6= ∅
for some vertices v+ and v− of G. Now for each σ ∈ {+,−}, put
Xσ = cl−σ
(
W ∪ v−σ ;W ∪ (V \ N(v−σ ))
) \ (W ∪ v−σ ),
Yσ = ∂−σ
(
W ∪ v−σ ;W ∪ (V \ N(v−σ ))
)
,
and put
V ′ = W ∪ {v+, v−} ∪ X+ ∪ Y+ ∪ X− ∪ Y−.
By the construction, (G|Xσ∪W∪v−σ )−σ is connected and contains W ∪ v−σ for each σ ∈ {+,−}. Thus Remark 3.9 and
Lemma 5.4 imply that
S(G|V ′) ⊂ S(G|W∪v−∪X+∪Y+) ∪ S(G|W∪v+∪X−∪Y−) ⊂ W ∪ {v+, v−} ∪ X+ ∪ X−,
while v+, v− 6∈ S(G|V ′) by the choice of v+ and v−, therefore
S(G|V ′) ⊂ W ∪ X+ ∪ X−. (3)
On the other hand, the construction implies that, for each σ ∈ {+,−},
[Xσ ∪W , Yσ ] ∩ E−σ = ∅ and (Xσ ∪ Yσ ) ∩ N(v−σ ) = ∅. (4)
Moreover, we have the following results:
Lemma 5.7. In the above setting, Xσ ∪ Yσ ⊂ Nσ (vσ ) for each σ ∈ {+,−}.
Proof. First, we show that u
−σ
——6 vσ for any u ∈ Xσ ∪ Yσ . If u −σ—— vσ , then we have u −σ—— vσ σ——w −σ—— v−σ for any w ∈ W ,
therefore u −σ—— v−σ by (C2). This contradicts (4). Thus we have u
−σ
——6 vσ .
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Now it suffices to show that u——vσ for any u ∈ Xσ ∪ Yσ . First, for the case u ∈ Xσ , we take an induced path u0u1 · · · uk in
G−σ such that u0 ∈ W , ui ∈ Xσ for 1 ≤ i ≤ k−1 and uk = u (such a path exists by the construction of Xσ and (4)), and prove
that vσ——u by induction on k. We have vσ
σ—— ui for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 by induction hypothesis and the previous paragraph.
Now by (4) and Lemma 5.3, the path v−σu0u1 · · · uk in G−σ is an induced path in G, therefore (v−σ , u0, . . . , uk; vσ ) is a σ -
mountain if vσ——6 u. Thus (C3) implies that vσ——u. Secondly, for the case u ∈ Yσ , by the construction and (4), we have u σ——w
for some w ∈ W ∪ Xσ . Now if w ∈ Xσ , then w −σ—— x for some x ∈ W ∪ Xσ , therefore vσ σ—— x −σ——w σ—— u by the previous
paragraph. Thus (C2) implies that vσ
σ—— u. On the other hand, suppose thatw ∈ W . Then (4) implies that (vσ , w, u; v−σ ) is
a (−σ)-mountain if vσ——6 u, contradicting (C3). Thus we have vσ——u. Hence the proof is concluded. 
Lemma 5.8. In the above setting, if σ ∈ {+,−} and u ∈ N−σ (vσ ), then N−σ (vσ ) ∪W ∪ v−σ ∪ Xσ ∪ X−σ ∪ Y−σ ⊂ N−σ [u].
Proof. First, suppose thatw ∈ W . Then u −σ—— vσ σ——w −σ—— v−σ , therefore v−σ −σ—— u −σ——w by (C2) since vσ——6 v−σ . Moreover,
if u 6= u′ ∈ N−σ (vσ ), then we have u′ −σ—— vσ σ——w −σ—— u, therefore u′ −σ—— u by (C2). These imply that v−σ ∪W ∪ N−σ (vσ ) ⊂
N−σ [u]. On the other hand, if x ∈ Xσ , then we have x′ −σ—— x for some x′ ∈ W ∪ Xσ . Now by Lemma 5.7, we have
x −σ—— x′ σ—— vσ −σ—— u, therefore x −σ—— u by (C2). Thus we have Xσ ⊂ N−σ [u].
From now, we show that x −σ—— u for any x ∈ X−σ ∪ Y−σ . First, if x σ—— u, then vσ −σ—— u σ—— x −σ—— v−σ by Lemma 5.7, while
vσ——6 v−σ . This contradicts (C2), therefore we have x
σ
——6 u. Secondly, in the case x ∈ X−σ , we take an induced path x0x1 · · · xk
in Gσ such that x0 ∈ W , xi ∈ X−σ for 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 and xk = x (it exists by construction of X−σ and (4)), and we prove
x −σ—— u by induction on k. We have xi −σ—— u by induction hypothesis, while the path vσ x0x1 · · · xk in Gσ is an induced path in
G by (4) and Lemma 5.3. Now if x
−σ
——6 u, then x——6 u by the above result, therefore (vσ , x0, . . . , xk; u, v−σ ) is a (−σ)-hill. This
contradicts (C3), therefore we have x −σ—— u. Finally, in the case x ∈ Y−σ , we have x −σ—— x′ for some x′ ∈ X−σ ∪W , and x′ σ—— x′′
for some x′′ ∈ vσX−σ ∪ W ∪ vσ . Now we have x −σ—— x′ σ—— x′′ −σ—— u by the above result, therefore x −σ—— u by (C2). Hence we
have X−σ ∪ Y−σ ⊂ N−σ [u], therefore the proof is concluded. 
Lemma 5.9. In the above setting, if w ∈ W, then Nσ (w) ⊂ W ∪ vσ ∪ Xσ ∪ Yσ ∪ X−σ ∪ Nσ (v−σ ) for each σ ∈ {+,−}.
Proof. Let u ∈ Nσ (w). It suffices to consider the case that u 6= vσ and u
σ
——6 v−σ . Note that u
−σ
——6 vσ by Lemma 5.8. Now we
have u ∈ X−σ if u——6 vσ , while u ∈ Xσ ∪ Yσ if u——6 v−σ . Moreover, we have u ∈ W if u σ—— vσ and u −σ—— v−σ . Hence the claim
holds in any case. 
Lemma 5.10. In the above setting, if σ ∈ {+,−} and x ∈ Xσ , then Nσ (x) ⊂ W ∪ vσ ∪ Xσ ∪ Yσ ∪ Nσ (v−σ ) and N−σ (x) ⊂
W ∪ Xσ ∪ X−σ ∪ Y−σ ∪ N−σ (vσ ).
Proof. First, we show that u ∈ W ∪ vσ ∪ Xσ ∪ Yσ ∪ Nσ (v−σ ) for any u ∈ Nσ (x). It suffices to consider the case that u 6= vσ
and u
σ
——6 v−σ . Now by the choice of x, we have x −σ—— x′ for some x′ ∈ Xσ ∪W , therefore u σ—— x −σ—— x′ σ—— vσ by Lemma 5.7.
Thus u σ—— vσ by (C2). This implies that u ∈ W if u −σ—— v−σ , while u ∈ Xσ ∪ Yσ if u——6 v−σ (since u σ—— x ∈ Xσ ). Thus the claim
for Nσ (x) holds (since u 6= v−σ ).
Secondly, we show that u ∈ W ∪ Xσ ∪ X−σ ∪ Y−σ ∪ N−σ (vσ ) for any u ∈ N−σ (x). Note that u 6= vσ and u 6= v−σ by
(4) and Lemma 5.7, and u
σ
——6 v−σ by Lemma 5.8 (since x
σ
——6 u). It suffices to consider the case that u −σ——6 vσ . Now we have
u ∈ Xσ if u——6 v−σ , while u ∈ W if u σ—— vσ and u −σ—— v−σ . Finally, suppose that u——6 vσ and u −σ—— v−σ . Take an induced path
x0x1 · · · xk in G−σ such that x0 ∈ W , xi ∈ Xσ for 1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1 and xk = x (it exists by construction of Xσ and (4)). Then (4)
and Lemma 5.3 imply that the path v−σ x0x1 · · · xk is an induced path in G−σ , while v−σ −σ—— u −σ—— xk. Thus (C1) implies that
u −σ—— xi for any 0 ≤ i ≤ k− 1; in particular vσ——6 u −σ—— x0 ∈ W , therefore u ∈ X−σ ∪ Y−σ . Hence the claim for N−σ (x) holds,
therefore the proof is concluded. 
Lemma 5.11. In the above setting, if σ ∈ {+,−} and y ∈ Yσ , then N−σ (y) ⊂ V ′ ∪ N−σ (vσ ).
Proof. Let u ∈ N−σ (y). Then u 6= vσ and u 6= v−σ by Lemma 5.7 and (4). Now we have y σ—— x for some x ∈ Xσ ∪W , and
x −σ——w for some w ∈ Xσ ∪W ∪ v−σ . Thus u −σ—— y σ—— x −σ——w, therefore (C2) implies that u −σ—— x (since y
−σ
——6 w by (4)). Now
since x ∈ Xσ ∪W , the claim follows from Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10. 
Owing to these results, here we prove that S(G) 6= ∅ in the case V ′ 6= V . By the induction hypothesis, there is a vertex
v ∈ S(G|V ′). By (3), we have v ∈ W ∪ Xσ for some σ ∈ {+,−}. From now, we show that v ∈ S(G).
For the condition (S1), we show that u τ—— u′ if τ ∈ {+,−}, u, u′ ∈ Nτ (v) and u 6= u′. This holds if u, u′ ∈ V ′ since
v ∈ S(G|V ′); thus suppose that u 6∈ V ′ or u′ 6∈ V ′, say u 6∈ V ′. Then, since v ∈ W ∪ Xσ , we have u ∈ Nτ (v−τ ) by Lemmas 5.9
and 5.10. Moreover, we have Nτ (v) ⊂ Nτ [u] by Lemmas 5.8–5.10. Thus we have u τ—— u′, as desired. Hence the condition
(S1) is satisfied.
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For the condition (S2), first we show that v −σ—— u if u −σ—— u′ σ—— v. This holds if u, u′ ∈ V ′ since v ∈ S(G|V ′); thus suppose
that u 6∈ V ′ or u′ 6∈ V ′. Now if u′ ∈ V ′ and u 6∈ V ′, then we have u′ ∈ V ′ \ (Y−σ ∪ v−σ ) by Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10, therefore
u ∈ N−σ (vσ ) by Lemmas 5.9–5.11. Thus Lemma 5.8 implies that v −σ—— u in this case. On the other hand, if u′ 6∈ V ′, then
u′ ∈ Nσ (v−σ ) by Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10. Now since v ∈ Xσ ∪W , we have v −σ—— x for some x ∈ Xσ ∪W ∪ v−σ , while x σ—— u′
by Lemma 5.8. Thus we have v −σ—— x σ—— u′ −σ—— u, therefore (C2) implies that v −σ—— u in this case. Hence we have v −σ—— u, as
desired.
Secondly, we show that v σ—— u if u σ—— u′ −σ—— v. This holds if u, u′ ∈ V ′ since v ∈ S(G|V ′); thus suppose that u 6∈ V ′ or
u′ 6∈ V ′. Now if u′ ∈ V ′ and u 6∈ V ′, then we have u′ ∈ V ′ \ (Yσ ∪ vσ ) by Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10, therefore u ∈ Nσ (v−σ )
by Lemmas 5.9–5.11. Thus Lemma 5.8 implies that v σ—— u in this case. On the other hand, if u′ 6∈ V ′, then u′ ∈ N−σ (vσ ) by
Lemmas 5.9 and 5.10. Now we have u σ—— u′ −σ—— vσ σ—— v by Lemma 5.7, therefore (C2) implies that v σ—— u in this case. Thus
we have v σ—— u, as desired. Hence the condition (S2) holds.
Thus we have S(G) 6= ∅ if V ′ 6= V , as desired.
Moreover, by applying the above result, we have the following corollaries:
Corollary 5.12. In the above setting, suppose that u σ—— v −σ——w σ——x and u——6 w for some σ ∈ {+,−} and distinct vertices u, v,
w, and x. Then S(G) 6= ∅.
Proof. By (C2), we have u σ—— x. Nowwe apply the above argument, where u andw play the roles of vσ and v−σ , respectively.
Then we have x 6∈ V ′, since x 6∈ W ∪ (V \ N(vτ )) for each τ ∈ {+,−}. Hence we have S(G) 6= ∅ by the above result, as
desired. 
Corollary 5.13. In the above setting, suppose that u +—— v −——w, u——6 w and N+ [u] ∪ N− [w] 6= V . Then S(G) 6= ∅.
Proof. We apply the above argument, where u and w plays the roles of v+ and v−, respectively. In this setting, Lemma 5.7
implies that V ′ ⊂ N+ [u] ∪ N− [w], therefore V ′ 6= V by the assumption. Thus we have S(G) 6= ∅ by the above result. 
5.5. Proof of Theorem 5.1, final step
Now it suffices to consider the case that condition (2) does not hold and we have V ′ = V under the notations used in
Section 5.4. Moreover, owing to Corollaries 5.12 and 5.13, we may assume without loss of generality that
if u +—— u′ −—— u′′ and u——6 u′′, then N−(u) = N+(u′′) = ∅, (5)
if u +—— u′ −—— u′′ and u——6 u′′, then N+ [u] ∪ N−
[
u′′
] = V . (6)
By these assumptions, we have N−σ (vσ ) = ∅ for each σ ∈ {+,−}. Moreover, we have the following results:
Lemma 5.14. In the above setting, if σ ∈ {+,−} and y ∈ Yσ , then we have N−σ (y) = ∅.
Proof. Assume contrary thatN−σ (y) 6= ∅. Owing to construction of Yσ , take an induced path x1x2 · · · xk in G−σ , k ≥ 1, with k
minimal, such that x1 ∈ W , xi ∈ Xσ for 2 ≤ i ≤ k and y σ—— xk. Put x0 = v−σ . Then we have y σ—— xk −σ—— xk−1 and N−σ (y) 6= ∅,
while y——6 xk−1 by (4) and minimality of the k. This contradicts the condition (5). Hence the proof is concluded. 
Lemma 5.15. In the above setting, we have [X+, X−] ∩ E = ∅, and [Xσ ,W ] ∩ Eσ = ∅ for each σ ∈ {+,−}.
Proof. It suffices to show that [Xσ ,W ∪ X−σ ] ∩ Eσ = ∅ for each σ ∈ {+,−}. Assume contrary that x σ—— x′ for some x ∈ Xσ
and x′ ∈ W ∪ X−σ . Then we have x σ—— x′ −σ—— v−σ by Lemma 5.7, while x——6 v−σ by (4). Moreover, we have N−σ (x) 6= ∅ by
construction of Xσ . This contradicts (5). Hence the claim holds. 
Lemma 5.16. In the above setting, for each σ ∈ {+,−}, let Wσ denote the union of vertex sets of the connected components of
G|W that are joined with Xσ by an edge in E−σ . Then W+ ∩W− = ∅.
Proof. Assume contrary that G|W+ and G|W− involve a common connected component. Then there are a vertexw0 ∈ X+, an
induced path w1w2 · · ·wk−1 in G|W and a vertex wk ∈ X− such that w0 −——w1 and wk−1 +——wk. Now there exists an index
1 ≤ i ≤ k− 1 such thatwi−1 −——wi +——wi+1. We have v+ +——wi−1 and v− −——wi+1 by Lemma 5.7, therefore v+ +——wi+1 and
v− −——wi−1 by (C2). Thus we havewi−1, wi+1 ∈ W , therefore 2 ≤ i ≤ k− 2 andwi−1——6 wi+1 sincew1 · · ·wk−1 is an induced
path in G. This contradicts (5). Hence the proof is concluded. 
Lemma 5.17. In the above setting, if v ∈ V , N+(v) 6= ∅ and N−(v) 6= ∅, then the condition (S1) for v implies the condition (S2)
for v.
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Proof. Suppose that (S1) holds, and let σ ∈ {+,−} and u −σ——w σ—— v. Then we have N−σ (v) 6= ∅ by the assumption,
therefore u——v by (5). Moreover, if u σ—— v, then u, w ∈ Nσ (v) and u
σ
——6 w, contradicting the condition (S1). Hence we have
u −σ—— v, therefore the condition (S2) holds. 
Now suppose that X+ 6= ∅ and X− 6= ∅, thereforeW+ 6= ∅ andW− 6= ∅. Put V1 = V \ (W− ∪ X−) and G1 = G|V1 . Then
G1 is connected by Lemma 5.7, while V1 6= V and G1 has an edge in E+ and an edge in E−. Thus by the induction hypothesis
and Lemma 5.5, we have v ∈ S(G1), N(G1)+(v) 6= ∅ and N(G1)−(v) 6= ∅ for some v ∈ V1. Now we have v ∈ (W \W−) ∪ X+
by Lemma 5.14, therefore NG(v) ∩ (W− ∪ X−) = ∅ by Lemma 5.15 and the construction of W+ and W−. Thus we have
NG(v) = NG1(v), therefore condition (S1) for v and G holds since v ∈ S(G1). Hence Lemma 5.17 implies that v ∈ S(G) in this
case.
Finally, suppose that X+ = ∅ or X− = ∅, say X− = ∅. Now we have the following property:
Lemma 5.18. In the above setting, Y− ∪ v− is a clique in G−.
Proof. By Lemma 5.7, it suffices to show that Y− is a clique in G−. Let y ∈ Y−. Then, since X− = ∅, we have y −——w for some
w ∈ W by construction of Y−. Thus we have v+ +——w −—— y, while v+——6 y and (Y− \ y) ∩ N+(v+) = ∅ by (4). Therefore
condition (6) implies that Y− \ y ⊂ N−(y). Hence the claim holds. 
Put V2 = V \v+ and G2 = G|V2 . Then we have S(G2) 6= ∅ by the induction hypothesis. More strongly, there is a v ∈ S(G2)
such that v ∈ W ∪ X+ ∪ Y+. In fact, since G2 is connected (every vertex in G2 is joined with v− by a path in G2), this
holds by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.14 if G2 has an edge in E+, and by Lemmas 2.3 and 5.18 if G2 has no edge in E+. Now we have
NG+(v) ⊂ V \(Y−∪v−) by Lemma 5.14, whileN−(v+) = ∅ and V \(Y−∪v−) ⊂ NG+ [v+] by Lemma 5.7. Thus the assumption
and condition (D) in Lemma 4.2 are satisfied, where {v+} plays the role of V ′′, therefore we have v ∈ S(G) by that lemma.
Hence the proof of the ‘‘if’’ part of Theorem 5.1 is concluded.
6. Special cases
In this section, we apply Theorem 5.1 to characterize the SE graphs in some subclasses. Let G = (V , E) be a signed graph
throughout this section. First, we consider the case of signed graphs with four vertices:
Proposition 6.1. If |V | = 4, then G is signed-eliminable if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(FV1) G+ or G− has a vertex of degree three.
(FV2) Both G+ and G− are chordal, G is not a mountain, and G has no alternating 4-path.
Proof. For the ‘‘only if’’ part, suppose that conditions (C1)–(C3) in Theorem 5.1 are satisfied and (FV2) does not hold. Then
by (C1) and (C3), the failure of (FV2) implies that G has an alternating 4-path, therefore (FV1) follows from (C2). On the other
hand, for the ‘‘if’’ part, suppose that (FV1) or (FV2) holds. Now if (FV2) holds, then all of (C1), (C2) and (C3) follow, since
any hill with four vertices involves an alternating 4-path. Alternatively, suppose that (FV1) holds. Then (C1) holds since an
induced cycle with four vertices in G has no vertex of degree three, and (C3) holds by the definition of mountains and hills.
Moreover, if G has an alternating 4-path u σ—— v −σ——w σ—— xwith σ ∈ {+,−}, then neither v norw has degree three in G+ or
G−, therefore either u or x has degree three in Gσ . This implies thatw σ—— u σ—— x or u σ—— x σ—— v, therefore (C2) holds. Hence
the proof is concluded. 
Note that a list of the non-SE graphs with four vertices is given in [2].
Secondly, we consider the case that the underlying graph G is chordal:
Proposition 6.2. Suppose that G is chordal (as a non-signed graph). Then G is signed-eliminable if and only if conditions (C2)
and (C3) in Theorem 5.1 are satisfied.
Proof. It suffices to show that both G+ and G− are chordal if G is chordal and G satisfies (C2) and (C3). Let σ ∈ {+,−}
and let v0v1 · · · vk−1v0 be a cycle in Gσ with k ≥ 4. Then, since G is chordal, we have vi——vj for some indices i and j with
j 6= i ± 1 (where indices are considered in modulo k). The claim holds if vi σ—— vj, thus suppose that vi −σ—— vj. Then we have
vi−1 σ—— vi −σ—— vj σ—— vj−1, therefore vi−1 σ—— vj−1 by (C2). Hence the claim holds. 
Moreover, we consider the case that the underlying graph G has no independent set of size three:
Proposition 6.3. Suppose that G has no three distinct vertices u, u′ and u′′ such that u——6 u′——6 u′′——6 u (i.e. the independence
number α(G) of G is less than three). Then G is signed-eliminable if and only if condition (C2) in Theorem 5.1 and the following
two conditions are satisfied:
(I1) Both G+ and G− has no cycle of length four or five which is an induced cycle in G.
(I2) G contains no hill with five or six vertices as an induced subgraph.
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Proof. The ‘‘only if’’ part follows from Theorem 5.1. To prove the ‘‘if’’ part, we show that conditions (C1) and (C3) hold if
(C2), (I1) and (I2) are satisfied. For condition (C1), let v0v1 · · · vk−1v0 be a cycle in Gσ , with σ ∈ {+,−} and k ≥ 4. Now we
have vi——vj for some indices i 6= jwith j 6= i±1 (where indices are considered in modulo k). In fact, this follows from (I1) if
k ≤ 5, while this follows if k ≥ 6 since now {v0, v2, v4} does not form an independent set by the assumption. The condition
(C1) holds if vi
σ—— vj, thus suppose that vi
−σ—— vj. Now we have vi−1 σ—— vi −σ—— vj −σ—— vj−1, therefore vi−1 σ—— vj−1 by (C2). Thus
the condition (C1) is satisfied.
For condition (C3), note that any mountain (v1, v2, . . . , vn;w) has an independent set {v1, vn, w}, and any hill
(v1, v2, . . . , vn;w1, w2) with n ≥ 5 has an independent set {v1, v3, v5}. Thus by the assumption, these graphs do not
appear in G as induced subgraphs. Moreover, (C2) implies that any hill with four vertices does not appear in G as an induced
subgraph. Hence the condition (C3) follows from (I2), therefore the proof is concluded. 
Corollary 6.4. Suppose that G is a complete graph (as a non-signed graph). Then G is signed-eliminable if and only if for each
σ ∈ {+,−}, Gσ contains, as an induced subgraph, neither a simple path with four vertices, nor a pair of two disjoint edges such
that no vertex of one edge is joined by an edge in Gσ with a vertex of another edge.
Proof. Since conditions (I1) and (I2) in Proposition 6.3 are always satisfied by the assumption, it suffices to show that (C2)
is now equivalent to the condition in the statement. First, if (C2) holds then the condition in the statement is satisfied, since
the two kinds of subgraphs in the statement do not satisfy the condition (C2). On the other hand, suppose that the condition
in the statement holds and G has an alternating 4-path u σ—— v −σ——w σ—— x. Put V ′ = {u, v, w, x} and G′ = G|V ′ . Now if u −σ—— x,
then the edges uv and wx in Gσ form a pair as in the statement when G′σ has no more edges; G′σ is a simple path with four
vertices when G′σ has just one more edge; and the edges ux and vw in G−σ form a pair as in the statement when G′σ has
two more edges. Thus the condition in the statement implies that u σ—— x. Moreover, since G′σ is not a simple path with four
vertices by the condition, we have either u σ——w or v σ—— x. Thus the condition (C2) holds. Hence the proof is concluded. 
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